In this paper, we study erasure coding for ultra-low power wireless networks with power consumption in order of milliwatts. We propose sparse parallel concatenated coding (SPCC) scheme, in which we optimize sparsity and ratio of coded packets over GF(2) (i.e., Galois field of size two) and larger field size such as GF(32) for different values of k so that the total energy cost of the network is minimized. While high sparsity decreases energy cost of encoding, it comes at the tradeoff cost of high reception redundancy. The use of GF(2) packets minimizes the computational cost of encoding and decoding, while the use of small fraction of packets over GF(32) minimizes reception redundancies. Testbed implementation shows that SPCC energy gain increases with increasing packet generation size k. We show that for the case where k ≤ 40, SPCC reduces energy cost by up to 100% compared with the next best performing coding scheme.
The wireless channel however is inherently unreliable, which introduces errors in the received packets [18] .
It has been shown that by adopting forward error correction (FEC) coding at packet level, known as erasure coding, the transmission throughput can be improved compared to retransmission based mechanism [8] , [14] . Various throughput efficient erasure codes have been proposed in literature [11] , [13] , [14] . However, these erasure codes were designed for wireless networks with significant processing and power capabilities such as cellular, Wi-Fi, and satellite networks.
Focusing on the energy efficient operation of error recovery, this paper proposes a solution that simultaneously reduces encoding-decoding computational complexities as well as reception redundancy, so that the total energy cost of the network can be kept low. We achieve this by proposing sparse parallel concatenated coding (SPCC) scheme, in which codes over GF (2) and larger field size of GF(32) are concatenated. Coding over GF (2) enjoys low encoding-decoding complexities but introduces high reception redundancy. On the other hand, coding over GF(32) offers low reception redundancy at a high encoding-decoding complexities.
Heide et al. studied the energy cost of various wireless topologies using network coding [5] . However, in their model they only consider energy cost of transmission, reception and idle period, and do not evaluate the energy cost of encoding and decoding. Nistor et al. proposed an improved energy profile for coded transmission on WSN [10] . Their energy measurement technique is most closely related to our work. In their work, they consider the total energy cost due to transmission, reception of ACK, processing, idle/listen, sleeping and switching. However, in their work, they assume that the receiver is not a low-power device, and hence do not consider the energy cost of packet decoding, transmission of ACK frames and reception of data packets. Furthermore, their work does not compare the energy cost variation due to different decoding schemes.
We show that an appropriate ratio of GF (2) to that of GF(32) sparse coded packets for different values of k achieves low encoding-decoding computational complexities with low reception redundancy. Energy cost of encoding-decoding is further reduced by delimiting predefined consecutive elements of the coding vector to be always equal to zero and using table based random numbers. With this solution, we perform testbed implementation on TelosB motes, and show that our proposed coding scheme reduces the energy cost by up to 100% compared with the next best performing coding scheme. As the energy gain increases with the packet generation size k, for a larger k, an energy cost reduction of more than 100% can be observed in devices with higher RAM.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work of its kind to study the total energy cost of a wireless network using erasure coding. Unlike previous results [7] , [13] which adopts the big O notation for quantifying the asymptotic computational complexity of encoding and decoding for simplicity, or simulation techniques, we precisely measure the exact energy consumed in millijoule (mJ) by measuring the electric current drawn during the experiment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. We first present system model and problem formulation in Section II. Bibliography of related works and an overview of computational process during encoding and decoding is presented in Section III. We then present our proposed erasure coding scheme SPCC, along with analytical results of the code optimization in Section IV. We evaluate the performance of SPCC using testbed implementation in Section V, and finally conclude with the main results of our paper in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Consider the scenario of k input packets being requested by n receivers in a single-hop wireless star topology. The k input packets are denoted by the vector S = [s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k ]. We assume that the size of all data packets is constant with length of L bits. Packet erasure at each of the receiver is assumed to be independent and identically distributed (iid), which follows the Bernoulli model with packet erasure probability of p.
To generate a coded packet, the transmitter first generates a coding coefficient vector G j = [g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g k ], g i ∈ GF (q), which is then multiplied with the input packets and XOR added to generate coded packet c j given as, c j = k i=1 g i ·s i . Zero coding vector is not used as it does not produce any useful information [17] . The probability of zero elements and non-zero elements in G j indicates the level of sparsity and density of the coding vector respectively.
A parallel concatenation of the code is given by the generator matrix, G = (G |G ) T , where G is the generator matrix for code over GF (2) and G is the generator matrix for code over larger field size such as GF(32). The code ratio ϕ is the ratio of coded packets over GF (2) received by the receiver to k.
A received packet is said to be linearly dependent if it can be generated by linear combination of received packets, and linearly independent otherwise. Decoding probability is the probability that a receiver has collected k linearly independent packets on receiving m = k+δ packets. Reception redundancy E[δ] is the expected number of linearly dependent packets δ which a receiver receives before collecting k linearly independent packets. The expected number of transmissions before a receiver receives π packets is denoted by E [T π ]. These π packets includes both linearly independent and dependent packets.
Once a receiver has collected k linearly independent packets, decoding is performed as
represents the matrix of the m coding vectors G j , and C represents the matrix of received packets.
One efficient approach to reduce the energy consumption of sensor nodes when multicasting a set of packets over an erasure channel is to transmit coded packets rather than input packets. In the event of packet erasure, with coded packets, the sender can transmit missing packets to multiple receivers simultaneously which reduces the number of transmissions and energy cost. However, the use of coded packets not only introduces additional energy cost in encoding and decoding, but also the energy cost in transmitting additional δ packets due to reception redundancy. Our objective of this study are to (i) investigate the energy consumption of wireless transmissions involving packet coding over GF(q), and (ii) propose parallel concatenation of packet coding scheme that can achieve overall low energy consumption.
III. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF ERASURE CODING
In this section we discuss the encoding-decoding technqiues of various erasure coding schemes. A tutorial on erasure coding techniques is presented in [13] . In random linear network coding (RLNC) each of the coding coefficient g i is randomly and uniformly selected from GF(q). It has been shown that for RLNC over large field size q ≥ 32, reception redundancy is near zero [17] . While for RLNC over the binary field size of GF(2), a receiver needs to collect an average of k+1.6 packets before successful decoding [17] .
The encoding and decoding computational complexities of RLNC is given as O(k 2 L) and O(k 3 + k 2 L) respectively, assuming multiplication table is used for multiplication, where L is the length of the packet. For the decoding complexity the term k 3 is the complexity of inverting the coding vector matrix using Gaussian elimination, and k 2 L is the complexity of multiplying the coded packets. An analytical model of the exact number of computation steps for Gaussian elimination is given in [3] .
While the big O encoding and decoding complexities of RLNC over different field sizes is same, encoding and decoding over larger field size is computationally expensive. In an implementation of an optimized RLNC over GF (2) and RLNC over GF(256) on TmoteSky sensor, it has been shown that decoding packets generated using optimized RLNC over GF (2) is at least 6.5 times faster than decoding coded packet generated using RLNC over GF(256) [14] .
Luby-Transform (LT) code [7] , [13] , [14] uses sparse coding vector where log k elements in the coding vector are non-zero, resulting in decoding complexity of O(Lk log k ). LT code is a class of fountain code due to its rateless characteristics. As LT code uses only back-substitution method for matrix inversion, and due to sparse coding vector it suffers from high reception redundancy. For small values of packet generation size of k ≤ 50 used in ultra-low power wireless network the number of redundant packets of an optimized LT code can reach as high as 40% of the value of k [7] . SYNAPSE is a "hybrid" of RLNC over GF (2) and an optimized LT code [14] . The objective of such SYNAPSE fountain coding scheme is to design a coding scheme with decoding complexity smaller than that of RLNC over GF (2) , but with relatively low reception redundancy than that of LT code. In the next two subsections we shall describe the computation required for encoding and decoding.
A. Encoding
The computational steps of encoding involve generating the coding vector, vector multiplication and XOR addition. The coding vector can be generated using encoding algorithm such as Weight-Pick [6] which makes encoding decision based on packet reception information of all receivers. However, it is not scalable to collect feedback frames from n receivers due to the shared medium of wireless channel.
Erasure coding scheme such as fountain codes [13] , [14] are preferred for practical implementation where coding vectors are randomly generated. These coding vectors are generated using the pseudorandom number generator (RNG), commonly implemented using linear congruential method. Instead of providing the coding vector in each packet which lengthen the packet sizes, only the seed of RNG is given in the header of each packet.
The encoding process requires vector multiplication. However, for coding over GF (2) , the multiplication operations are simply logical XOR operation which significantly reduces energy consumption.
The level of sparsity in the coding vector also affects the computational complexity. Generally, a higher level of sparsity reduces the needs for multiplication and the number of XOR addition operations to generate the coded packet c j . However, a tradeoff of using high sparsity is that it increases the probability of having columns with all entries equal to zero in H, and hence increases reception redundancy.
B. Decoding
The decoding operation, (H |C ) −1 , involve matrix inversion, vector multiplication and XOR addition. Coding schemes in which coding vectors are randomly generated, the decoding step may also require additional steps of re-generating the random coding vector using the seed value for RNG [7] , [8] , [14] . The coding vector is seldom included in the packet header, as it incurs an overhead of k log 2 q bits. Instead, the transmitter adds the seed value of the random number generator in the packet header for the receiver to generate the identical coding vector locally. We note here that different seed values are used to generate coding vectors for each of the coded packets.
Inactivation decoding scheme can be used to reduce the decoding complexity in sparse matrices. In this scheme, the decoder first performs back-substitution which reduces a submatrix of H in to a reduced row echelon form [13] . Gaussian elimination is then performed on a smaller submatrix.
IV. SPARSE PARALLEL CONCATENATION CODE (SPCC)
In this section, we shall explain our proposed method of erasure code, SPCC. We recognize that coding over GF(2) enjoys low encoding-decoding computation cost, however it incurs high reception redundancy. On the other hand, coding over GF(32) requires relatively higher encoding-decoding computation cost, but it offers low reception redundancy. Our proposed scheme mixes GF (2) and GF(32) by parallel concatenating the two to take advantage of the lower encoding-decoding computation cost from GF(2) code and lower reception redundancy from GF(32).
To ensure that SPCC can capture both the low computational cost and low reception redundancy features, it is necessary to (i) select appropriate sparsity settings for GF (2) and GF(32), and (ii) balance the use of GF (2) and GF(32) during concatenation for low overall energy cost. In the following, we first study the sparsity of GF (2) and GF(32) for appropriate settings, and then derive a closed form expression which models the expected number of redundancy for a given code ratio. The analytical results permit us to further calculate the overall energy cost and select optimal code ratio.
While GF(q > 32) may be used to minimize redundancy, a higher q drastically increases the demands on memory usage for the multiplication table given as q 2 log 2 q bits. To maintain practicability, our design uses GF(32) which is appropriate for wireless embedded devices. A summary of the main characteristics of the existing and proposed erasure coding scheme is given in Table I .
A. Sparsity Setting
In a sparse RLNC the probability of selecting zero coding coefficient is given by p s,q , and each of the non-zero elements are selected with a probability of 1−ps,q q−1 . The exact closed form expression for singularity probability analysis of sparse RLNC remains an open problem even with the most recent works [1] , [16] .
We shall now establish the optimal settings of sparsity for both GF (2) and GF(32) given a particular k. These optimal settings shall be used for our design. We first quantify the energy costs of encoding and decoding, as well as redundant transmissions and receptions for various sparsity p s,q and k, then illustrate the tradeoff between encoding-decoding and reception redundancy for sparsity optimization.
Let C L , C T and C R be the energy cost of table lookup (for multiplication and XOR addition), transmission and reception for a particular sensor node respectively. In this paper, we consider TelsoB devices. Our experimental measure on TelosB gives estimates of C L =33.51nJ, C T = 409.4μJ and C R = 412.22μJ. The total received packets m can be computed based on the work presented in [1] for differen values of sparsity p s,q .
To perform encoding, an L-bit packet is treated as a vector over the field size GF(q) by forming symbols each of which is log 2 q bits long [15] . Based on this, the total energy cost of encoding over
is the average number of input packets used to generate a coded packet. With L-bit packets, the number of XOR addition is L, and the number of multiplications over GF(32) is L log 2 32 . Note that encoding over GF (2) does not involve in additional multiplication operations.
To determine the energy cost of decoding we adopt the model proposed in [3] to compute the energy cost of Gaussian elimination. With this model, the total number of multiplications and additions S T required to invert a k × (k+1) matrix (H|C), while neglecting C is given as
We validate the result of our matrix inverter simulator, by determining the number of computation steps for matrix inversion on a dense k × k GF(32) matrix and then comparing its result with S T in Figure 1 . The correctness of our simulator to correctly determine the expected rank of the matrix H before successful decoding has been verified with the analytical model [1] as shown in Figure 2 . We use the simulator to determine the expected number of additions and multiplication S sim for m × (k+1) matrix (H|C) with H having sparsity of p s,q .
Finally the energy cost of transmission and reception of redundant packets by the n receivers, φ TR (q), is simply
With the above results, given a particular number of input packets k to transmit to n receivers, the additional energy cost for RLNC over GF(q) denoted as φ Tot (q) is
where φ D (q) is the decoding energy cost, which is the sum of energy costs of multiplications and additions, that is φ D (q) = S sim C L . Given that sparsity setting is the only input to the search, we can find the minimum φ Tot (q) by linearly searching the sparsity.
We observe that the energy cost is dominated by the energy cost of transmission φ TR (q) which is mainly influenced by the reception redundancy E[δ]. In Fig. 2 , we plot the reception redundancy versus sparsity setting for GF (2) and GF(32). As it can be seen, E[δ] increases as sparsity increases. When sparsity setting is high, the total energy cost φ Tot (q) is high due to high φ TR (q).
Redundancy decreases as sparsity decreases, which causes φ TR (q) to decrease, however at the same time the energy cost of encoding-decoding φ E (q) + nφ D (q) gradually increases. In the sparsity range where k + E[δ] remains relatively flat, φ TR (q) remains relatively constant too, and decrease in sparsity causes the total energy cost to increase due to increasing cost of encoding and decoding. An illustration of this tradeoff is shown in Fig. 3 .
B. Reception Redundancy Based on Code Ratio
It is necessary to decide how many coded packets to be encoded using GF (2) and how many using GF(32) to suitably minimize redundancy. This choice affects the energy cost since using excessive GF(2) introduces high reception redundancy, and using excessive GF(32) introduces high computation in encoding-decoding processes. Using the sparsity settings developed in the previous subsection, we further derive the expected packets required for decoding k input packets E [R ϕ,k ], as a function of the code ratio ϕ.
Our objective is to find the optimal code ratio setting such that the overall energy cost of the network is minimal.
One key factor affecting the energy cost is additional energy cost incurred for transmitting and receiving redundant packets given as E [R ϕ,k ] − k , thus we first derive the redundancy for various code ratio. The sparsity settings for GF (2) and GF(32) are based on the results developed in the previous subsection.
We define q 1 and q 2 to be the field sizes of coding schemes over GF (2) and GF(32) respectively. The term x 1 and x 2 denotes the numbers of linearly dependent coded packets over GF (2) and GF(32) respectively. Let be the number of packets over GF(2) received by a receiver.
We first note that the probability that the first received packet is independent is equal to one. The probability that the second received packet is linearly dependent is given as q 1 −1
. We use minus one in the numerator and denominator as we exclude the zero coding vector. The term q k 1 is the cardinality of the span of coding vector, and q 1 − 1 is the cardinality of the event that the second received packet is a multiple of the first received packet. Extending the above result, the probability that after receiving i−1 linearly independent packets, the Fig. 2 . The expected number of packets m a receiver need to receive with different sparsity using sparse RLNC. For GF(32) when k is small and p s,32 is high, the error in the analytical model of [1] is high, hence the analytical result in this region is excluded from the graph. i th received coded packet over GF (2) is linearly dependent is given by,
where q i−1 1 − 1 is the cardinality of the set of linear combinations of all the i−1 received packets. Thus the probability that the i th received packet is linearly independent after the receiver has received i−1 linearly independent packets is simply,
Now we turn our focus on redundancy on coded packet over GF(32). Similar to the above approach, the probability that after receiving j−1 linearly independent packets over GF(32), the j th packet is linearly dependent is given by,
The probability that the j th received coded packet is linearly independent conditional that the receiver has received i−1 linearly independent packet is given by,
Based on the above results, we now derive the probability mass function (pmf) of successful decoding probability after a receiver has received k + δ packets. It is the probability that a full rank matrix H has been formed after receiving x 1 coded packets over GF(2) and x 2 coded packets over GF(32).
Let P (H k +δ ) denote the probability that a full k rank matrix is formed after receiving k + δ coded packets. We recognize that the redundant packets δ can be due to linearly dependent coded packets over GF (2) or GF(32), and thus δ = x 1 + x 2 . The quantity P (H k +δ ) is the sum of all possible cases for x 1 and x 2 where δ = x 1 + x 2 . For each case of x 1 and x 2 , the receiver needs − x 1 of GF(2) coded linearly independent packets and k − − x 2 of GF(32) coded linearly independent packets to form a full rank. At the same time, the receiver also receives x 1 redundant packets coded over GF (2) and x 2 redundant packets coded over GF(32). Using the results given in Equations (1)-(4), iterating all cases where x 1 + x 2 = δ, we 
Given the above expression, the expected number of packets E [R ϕ,k ] a receiver needs to receive for a given code ratio of ϕ before collecting k linearly independent packets is given by,
The expected number of transmissions before a receiver has collected coded packets over GF (2) can be derived using the pmf of negative binomial distribution as,
The result given in Equation (6) can be used by the transmitter to estimate when to switch transmitting coded packets over GF (32) . When an estimation of packet erasure probability is unknown to the transmitter, an arbitrary receiver can be selected to transmit control frames to inform the transmitter that it has collected packets encoded over GF (2) .
Using negative binomial distribution the expected number of transmissions before a receiver has collected k linearly independent packets when using the SPCC scheme is given by,
The term P (H k +δ ) represents the decoding probability after a receiver has received k + δ packets, of which packets are coded over GF (2) and the remaining over GF(32). The numerical and simulation results are compared in Table II showing good agreement with each other. We also notice that the reception redundancy remains flat while code ratio is low, but begins to increase obviously when code ratio researches a certain value. This gives us opportunity to pick an adequate code ratio that incurs low reception redundancy as competitive as sparse RLNC yet utilizes more coding over GF (2) for low computational cost in encoding-decoding. We shall investigate the code ratio optimization in the next subsection.
C. Code Ratio Setting
Ideally, we want the code ratio to be large so that the computational cost can be reduced. However, a larger code ratio also introduces increased reception redundancy. Based on our study in the previous subsection, we found that the reception redundancy remains relatively flat for some small code ratio settings and only increases obviously when the code ratio setting reaches a certain value. In this subsection, we shall find an operating point that minimizes the overall energy cost.
We derive an analytical model to optimize the code ratio for different values of k.
For a given value of k the energy cost of encoding ξ E ( ) for different values of is given as,
as coded packets are generated by only XOR addition, and m− coded packets are generated by multiplication and XOR addition. Besides, as presented in Fig. 3 , the optimal value of p s,2 coincide with that of p s,32 , we simply use a single term p s,q in the above calculation to determine ξ E ( ).
For different values of we use our matrix inversion simulator discussed in Section IV-A to obtain S sim , the value of total number of multiplications and XOR additions. The use of simulation gives more precise result than the analytical one since the analytical result assumes dense matrix. The value of S sim , n and C L can then be used to determine the energy cost of decoding ξ D ( ). The energy cost of transmitting and receiving redundant packets is given as
The total energy cost ξ Tot ( ) is given by the summation of ξ E ( ), ξ D ( ) and ξ TR ( ). A plot of ξ Tot ( ) against code ratio ϕ is plotted in Fig. 4 . The result of the graph shows that for small values of k, most of the coded packets should be generated over GF(32). For example, for 5 ≤ k ≤ 10 a code ratio of in the interval of [0, 0.4] should be used. However for larger values of k, most packets should be generated over GF (2) .
The result given in Fig. 4 can be explained as follow. Sparse RLNC over GF (2) have redundancy of approximately 1.6 packets. For small values of k, the redundancy ratio 1.6 k will be high which can contribute to significant additional energy cost. This can be mitigated by using sparse RLNC over GF(32). While such code over GF(32) have higher encoding-decoding complexities, however due to small size of the matrix H for small values of k such additional energy cost is relatively modest. As the value of k increases, the ratio 1.6 k decreases, and the effect of redundancy due to GF(2) towards the total energy cost gradually becomes irrelevant, in which case the advantage of coding over GF(32) to minimize redundancy gradually diminishes, and the energy cost of multiplications to invert a matrix for larger k increases by cubic factor. This therefore makes coding mostly over sparse GF(2) code advantageous for larger values of k.
D. Coding Vector
To further minimize the energy cost of generating the coding vector using RNG, we use an approach where η consecutive coding coefficients are assigned values uniformly and randomly selected from GF(q), and the remaining k−η coefficients are assigned zero values. This requires us to compute the starting position, which we call pivot, from where onwards η coding coefficients will be randomly selected from GF(q). The coding coefficient at pivot position will always be equal to one for GF (2) , and uniformly and randomly selected from the range [1, 31] for GF(32).
To maintain the same statistical properties of the coding coefficients, the pivot vector for GF(q) should be uniformly and randomly selected from q. However, this will incur the overhead of searching for the first non-zero entry while performing Gaussian elimination should the pivot and coefficients following the pivot be equal to zero. By fixing the pivot position to be equal to a non-zero coefficient, the value of η can be obtained as,
where p s is the optimal sparsity setting. After obtaining the value of η, we round it up to the nearest integer so that the reception redundancy is lower than the target.
Randomly generated values in the range [1, k] are stored in one of the table to find the value of pivot. Considering a packet generation size of 50 due to limited RAM of low power devices, being transmitted over a wireless channel with 50% erasure probability and unicast request, the expected length of such table will be 100 entries. For multicast transmission with higher erasure probability, such length will not exceed few hundreds of entries.
In two other tables we store random numbers uniformly and randomly selected from GF (2) and GF(32). We use sliding window on the table entries to determine the coding coefficients for the η coding coefficient once the pivot has been selected as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Where the sliding window moves one position on the left once a vector has been selected.
When the difference between k and the value of pivot is less than η, then after reaching the tail of the vector, entries starting at the head of the vector are filled up. The transmitter and receivers will have the same tables, and therefore it is sufficient for the transmitter to include the starting point of the sliding window in the header of the packet, which the receiver can use to determine the pivot position, and the remaining η coding coefficients.
V. TESTBED EVALUATION
We verify the effectiveness of SPCC using testbed implementation. We use the Advanticsys CM5000 TelosB mote running the TinyOS, with MSP430 MCU and CC2420 radio frequency (RF) Chip. The MSP430 is a low-power MCU, with 10 KB of RAM. The CC2420 is a 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 compliant RF chip, with an effective data rate of 250 Kbps.
The effective time taken for the RF transceiver to transmit a packet of fixed packet size also needs to take in to consideration the time to perform processes such as the carrier sense multiple access collision avoidance (CSMA/CA), and data transfer time between MCU and RF chip on the serial peripheral interface (SPI) bus.
We practically evaluated the inter packet arrival time for L = 20 bytes without encoding-decoding operations, and found the average time to be approximately equal to 5.8ms (based on our measurement this corresponds to an average energy consumption of 409.4 μJ). Our result closely matches with the inter packet arrival time of 5.5ms reported in [4] for Tmote Sky mote using CC2420. The slightly higher time in our result can be explained due to the presence of Wi-Fi transmission operating in the 2.4 GHz band during experimentation, which can increase the expected time of the CSMA/CA protocol. As the energy used by the RF chip will fluctuate [2] when performing different operations such as CSMA/CA, TX/RX, packet transmission, and packet reception we use digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) based circuit to measure the energy consumed by the mote during the 5.8ms time interval for transmission. Similarly, the current drawn by the MCU will fluctuate as it performs various operations such as sending and receiving data to CC2420 processor, XOR addition, as well as multiplication table lookup during encoding and decoding.
We set up experimental testbeds with one and four receiving TelosB motes, and one transmitting TelosB mote for the case of four receivers. The transmitting TelosB mote is placed approximately 3 meters away from the receivers. The average packet loss probability observed during the experiment was p = 0.1. To evaluate the energy cost, we measure the current of the receivers since the receiver receives the first data packet, until it has decoded all the k packets, and the current of the transmitter since it transmits its first packet until it has received an ACK from all the four receivers. We then obtain the energy cost (in Joules) by multiplying the voltage supplied to the mote, the average current measured over a specific time period, and the duration of the time period.
The total energy cost, E T , is the sum of energy costs incurred by the transmitter and all n receivers. For the transmitter, it includes the energy cost of encoding E [T k ] packets, transmission of E [T k ] packets, and reception of n ACK packets. For each receiver, its energy cost includes reception of E [R ϕ,k ] packets, decoding of E [R ϕ,k ] packets, and transmission of an accumulated ACK packet.
We also compare the performance of SPCC with a lower bound on energy cost which we calculate as follow. We assume that energy cost of computation due to encoding and decoding is zero, and E[δ] is zero. The lower bound represents the case when the channel condition is perfect and only the input packets are transmitted. In other words, the lower bound captures the ideal situation where transmissions are always successful and no additional measure to deal with error transmission is implemented.
We plot the energy cost for the lower bound and other schemes in Fig. 6 . For each E T value plotted on the graph, we repeated the experiment five times, and then took its average. The results in the figure show that our proposed scheme performs significantly better than the other state of the art erasure coding schemes, and its total energy cost is very close to the lower bound. The results also show that such energy Fig. 8 . Average time to receive packets, and for successful decoding. The average value was calculated for a multicast network with four receivers. gain increases as the value of k increases. For k = 40, the SPCC reduces the energy cost consumption by more than 70% and 100% for the multicast and unicast networks respectively when compared to the next best performing coding scheme, RLNC GF (2) .
The results of the graphs shows that while an optimized LT code has linear encoding-decoding computational complexities, such energy gain is mired due to high reception redundancy. Similarly while RLNC over GF(256) has near zero redundancy, the energy gain of minimal transmissions and receptions is adversely affected by high decoding computational complexity. A breakdown of the energy cost consumption of the encoding-decoding operations of various coding schemes is plotted in Fig. 7 . The graphs show that for encoding the energy cost increases linearly, whereas for decoding the energy cost increases by a polynomial factor. While SYNAPSE has lower encoding and decoding energy cost compared to RLNC over GF (2) such gains are offset due to higher redundancy, which increases the energy cost of transmissions and receptions.
In Fig. 8 , we plot the total time taken for a receiver to receive all the packets and perform successful decoding. The results show that SPCC takes the shortest time duration until successful decoding. The time taken to receive packets is short as SPCC can perform successful decoding with k coded packets with high probability, and due to the use of table based RNG and sparse encoding, the time taken for decoding is also short.
VI. CONCLUSION
Motivated by the growing popularity of low-powered wireless embedded devices in IoT, we studied the problem of reducing the total energy cost of erasure coding scheme in this paper. While coding over GF(2) enjoys low computational complexity, it demands high reception redundancy. On the other hand, coding over GF(32) requires high computational complexity, it offers low reception redundancy. We proposed SPCC, which finds a suitable mix between GF(2) and GF(32) coded packets to minimize the total energy cost.
To further reduce the energy cost, we used sparse coding vector and table based method to generate coding vectors.
Testbed implementation of SPCC with other state of the art erasure coding schemes showed that SPCC performs significantly better in terms of energy cost, and such gain in energy cost is additive with increasing packet generation size.
An interesting future work can be to evaluate how incorporating systematic code with SPCC can further minimize energy cost. In a systematic code the transmitter first transmits k input packets before resorting to encoded packet transmissions. Such codes have shown to reduce reception redundancy [9] .
